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Flight tests were conducted on a straigh- fighter-type Jet 
atiplane to investigate the lateral-control characterfstics associated 
tith a wing4ropping tendency encountered at high subsonic Mach 
numbers. 

The chief factors found to account directly for the wing-dropping 
tendency were a progressive reduction in afleroz+control effectiveness 
with increasin@; Mach nnniber, and an increase in effective dihedral 
above a Mach nu&er of 0.8 which made the lateral trFm particularly 
sensitive to small changes in sideslip angle. 

. 

The increase of airplane speeds into the transonic range has 
introduced problems due to the effects of compressibility and sepsra- 
tion of the air flow. One problem, that of the development of a rolling 
moment at high Mach n&era, hasbeennoted inflighttests and in 
rocke%powered model tests. Thfs rolling mment mag appear in steady 
straight flight at zero sideslip because of geometric asymmetry exist&g 
in a model or airplane, or in flight not at zero sldeslip because of 
changes in rolling moment due to s1deslfp. In rockeNowered model tests 
the model is allowed to roll, and the rolling moment is measured Fn 
terms of the resulting pb/2V and called "wing4ropping." In piloted? 
flight investigations it is not practical to let the airplane roll at 
hfgh Mach numbers, therefore the rolling moment is measured in terms of 
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the atieron deflection required for lateral balance, us- the aileron 
deflection as a measure of the "wing-dropping tendency." 

A previous flight investigation (reference 1) indicated that the 
wing-droppm tendency on a swept-wing fighter aircraft resulted from an 
initial directional as-try, an abrupt increase in effective dihedral, 
and a reduction in lateral-control effectiveness. Rocketipowered model 
tests (reference 2) demonstrated that wing dropping may occur on straight 
wings with conventional airfoil sections having thickness ratios of 9 
percent or greater and with thinner sections having abrupt contour 
changes such as a double-wedge type. Sweepback was found to tierate or 
eltiinate the wm dropping depending on the magnftude of the sweep angle. 

The purpose of the present report is to slzpply data on the lateral 
and directional characteristics of a straFght+wfng airplane at high s+ 
sonic speeds and to consider the degree to which aileron effectFveness 
and effective dihedral account for the observed wing4ropping tendency. 

rate of change of rolling+oment coefficient with sideslip 

C28 a * - rate of change of rolling-mament coefficient with aileron 
a' a6a angle 

rate of change of aXLeron angle with sideslip angle 

sa total aileron angle, degrees 

P sfdesllp angle, degrees 

M Mach number 

kp- pressure altitude, feet 

TEZ3T EQmPMERT 

Figure 1 is a three-view drawing of the test airplane. A photc+ 
graph showing a threwuarter rear view of the test airplane is given in 
figure 2. Some af the airplane geometric characteristics are listed in 
table I. 
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Standard RACA optical recording instruments were used to record the 
test data. Rolling acceleration used in determin3ng aileron effective * 
ness was measuredby either of two means: the slope of an HACA turnmeter 
record or a Statham angular accelerometer. 

REL3UIES ANI DISCUSSION 

Results ere presented in figure 3 of the variation with Mach number 
of aileron deflection required for steady, straight flight at 3,OOC 
feet for-various constant values of sfdeslfp angle. These data show that 
the wing-dropping tendency, as indfcated by the abrupt change in afleron 
deflection at the higher Mach numbers, is, in general, such that a right 
sfdeslip produces a left rollMff and left sideslip, a right roll-off 
tendency. It willbe noted that relatively small changes in sideslip . 
&ngle, of the order of lo, can cause changes in aileron angle for balance 
of the order of 13O and reverse the direction of the wing-dropping tend- 
ency. From this it can be inferred that the direction end also the mag- 
nltude ofthewfng4roppingtendencywouldbe signiffcantly influenced 
by any dfrectional asymmetry existing in the a-lane. By the same 
token, the use of directIonal trim changes is a powerful means of con- 
trolling the wing-dropping tendency. 

An example of theeffect of changing the directional trim of the 
test airplane for the wings-level condftion is given in figure 4. The 
difference in setting w the directional trim resulting in flrght condi- 
tions I and II at the two sideslip values shown in figure 4 was unnotlce- 
able to the pilots because of the small change of angle of bank with 
sideslip angle existing at the low Mach nu&er wing+level trFm condition. 
The data in figure 4 show that by changing the trim sideslip angle from 
approximately 1.&O right to O" at low Mach numbers the aileron angle for 
balsnce was changed from U" right to 3O left at the highest test Mach 
number, 0.858. It appears that there is no fixed directional trim set- 
tfng, and therefore sideslip angle, which would produce balance three 
out the Mach nu&er range without the use of aileron deflection. Instead, 
a variation in directional trim setting corresponding to a variation of 
sideslip angle with Mach nun&er such as that shown in figure 5 would be 
necessary. 

The wing-dropping-tendency indicatedbythe pronounced change in 
aileron deflection shown in figure 3 may be due to a number of factors. 
The most obvfous factor is the expected reduction in aileron effective- 
ness occurring at the higher Mach nu&ers. If a constant lateral a- 
metry Is presentthroughouttheMachnuziber rangej anincrease inaileron 
deflectionwill be required as the aileron control loses effectiveness 
with increasing Mach number. For the test airplane the data in figure 6 
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show that a rapid reduction in aileron effectfvenessl c2Ba started at 
approxbtely 0.8 Mach nuxiberi The effectiveness dropped off to 12.5 
-percent of its low Mach nuxiber value at the highest Mach nuniher. These 
data, obtained at bot.h high and low altitudes (35,OClC and 5,000 feet) 
over equivalent dynamic pressure ranges, show that aeroelastic deforma- 
tion-(wing twist) is not responsible for the reduction in C28, occur- 
ring at the higher Mach numbers; 

Another factor, previously mentioned in reference 1 as accounting 
for the W~Opping~te?ldencdency, is an increase in effective dihedral 
occurrhg at higher Mach numbers. For the test airplane approximately 
a twmdne-half-fold increase in 
figure 7.. 

2C2p is shown by the data in 

Figure 8 indicates the extent to which the aileron deflection 
required for balance in steady straight flight at lo right sideslip angle 
is influenced by the two main factors - the reductFon in Czga and the 
increase ti C2 . 
throughout the Ba 

If a constant roUing+noment asyxuuetry is assumed 
ch number range equal to that wh-lch exists at bkO.5, 

the data Indicate that the aileron angle for balance would vary from lo 
right to 60 right. This is attributable solely to the reduction in 
CZ 8,' 

If, in addition, the increase fn CzB is taken into account, it 
fS shown that an additional 6O of right aileron angle is required at the 
highest Mach nu&er. The flight.data indicate a further increase in lat- 
eral asymmetry with Mach nuuiber attributable to sources other than the 
change in, Cz8, and Czp. This increase presumably is dus to irregular- 
Fties existirg in the left and right wing panels causing differences in 
panel lift which vary wfth Mach nu&er. 

?!he aileron effectiveness C!Q was obtafned frommeasurements of 
roll- acceleration In rudde$-fixed ailermoll reversals at the 
point where the rolling velocity was zero. The variation of C2 
with 6a was linear over the range of measur&ents (&..Lt5’ at low Mach 
numbers to 2.5O left to U.5O right at the highest Mach nurtiber). 

2The values of CzB were obtained from 

where ha/$3 was t&en from tests -In steady sideslips. The varfa- 
tion of 8, tith B was linear over the range of measurements and 
covered sideslip angles'varging from zt6O at low Mach numbers to 2' 
left to lo right at the highest Mch nu&er. 
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CONC!IDSIONS 

Results of flight tests conducted on a straight-wing Jet aircraft 
to investigate the lateral--control characteristics associated with a 
wing-dropping tendency showed the following: 

1. The chief factors found to account directly for the wing- 
dropping tendency were 8 progessive reduction ti ailero~ontrol effec- 
tiveness with fncreasin@; Mach nu&er and an increase in effective dihe- 
dral above 8 Mach nuziber of 0.8. 

2. The reduction Fn aileron effectiveness and the increase In 
effective dihedral made the lateral trim particularly sensitive to mall 
changes in sideslip angle at the higher Mach mmibers. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Connnfttee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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'PABIE I.- IYESCRIPTIONOl?TESTA3RPLANE 

NACA RM A5lB28 

Sross weight, pounds (av. in fit.) ................. 10, go0 

Jlng 

Area, sqzllFarf3 feet ................................... 260 
Span, feet ........................................ 36.42 
Aspect ratio ........................................ 5.1 
Airfoil section 

Root ..................................... Republic R& 
45-15=+ 

'=P ...................................... Rep&Xc R-b 
45-15l-9 

M.A.C., feet ....................................... 7.38 
Incidence (root), * degrees ............................. 0 
Twist, degrees ....................................... 42 

Iorizontal tail 

Area, square feet .................................. 48.5 
Span, feet ........................................ 14.95 
Aspect ratio ........................................ 4.6 
Airfoil section 

Root ..................................... -8epubiic R& 
40-010 

Tip ...................................... Repxiblic R-4 
-10 

Incidence, degrees .................................... 0 
Elevator area, square feet ........................... 13 
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Figure 1. - Three - view &awing of test drphne. 
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Bl.g.m3 2.- !lzbm-quarter rear view of -&m-b all-plane. 
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figure 3.- Vurim’ion of uilefon ungf’e with Much number in sfeudy 
sfruight fhghf for vurious consfunf v&es of sides//;0 ung/e . 
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Figure 4.- Vuriution with Much number of aileron angle, dieron-contra/ 
force, and sides/t@ angle fof steady wings-/eve/ flight of 3qOOO 
feet. 
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figure 5.- Variation with Mach number of sideslip angle required 

to produce IateraJ batance without the use of aileron de- 

ftection . 
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Figure 6.- VarlotiOn of aileron effectiveness with Mach number for ‘high and tow 

altitude tests . 
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Figure Z- Variation of effective dihedral with Mach number. 
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fiQUt’e 8. - Variution with Mach number of aileron angfe required for b&once in steady straight 

flight at f” right sideslip angle. 
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